Eat, Sleep, Innovate

Empowerment
We exercise initiative, seek out
and leverage resources, and make
confident decisions

ADOBE – KICKBOX

INTENDED OUTCOME
Simplify the innovation process and
empower innovators to experiment
DESCRIPTION
Adobe distributes Kickbox kits to
innovators who make it through an
application screen. The kit contains
tools and checklists to advance ideas. It
also includes a pre-paid debit card with
US$1,000 on it that recipients can spend
without asking for approval.

EMPOWERMENT

AIRBNB – LIVE
FROM DAY 1

INTENDED OUTCOME
Empower employees with a sense of purpose
and responsibility from their first day of work
DESCRIPTION
During the first day of Airbnb‘s orientation
bootcamp, software engineers are
encouraged to push code directly to the
website.

EMPOWERMENT

ASANA – NO MEETING
WEDNESDAYS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Help employees work more productively

DESCRIPTION
To provide uninterrupted time for employees
to do “deep work”, ‘No Meeting Wednesdays’
was introduced where every team member
knows not to schedule meetings on that day,
unless absolutely necessary.

EMPOWERMENT

ASANA – POLISH WEEK
AND GREASE WEEK

INTENDED OUTCOME
Dedicated time to allow programmers to
solely focus on improvements
DESCRIPTION
Polish Week is when employees take a
week away from program work to focus on
user-facing improvements – polishing the
product. Grease Week is when employees
make internal improvements like finetuning processes and updating tools – in
order to ship features more efficiently in
the future.

EMPOWERMENT

DBS – 3S 1R

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage divergent thinking and
empowering employees to make
recommendations
DESCRIPTION
In every meeting, the person presenting ideas
need to have three suggestions (3S) and one
recommendation (1R), which encourages
divergent thinking and empowerment.

EMPOWERMENT

DBS – KIASU COMMITTEE

INTENDED OUTCOME
Enable any employee to flag up and address
processes and policies that are blockers to
getting things done
DESCRIPTION
The Kiasu* Committee is a mock courtroom
where any employee can “sue” the owner of
a policy or process that they feel is getting in
the way. The “jury” is made up of some senior
executives but also some of the most junior
employees. The “jury” collectively deliberate
over whether a change should be made.
*In Singapore slang, kiasu roughly translates to
“behaving in a selfish manner due to a fear of
missing out”.
EMPOWERMENT

DBS – 70:20:10

INTENDED OUTCOME
To prioritize innovation and create bandwidth
to work on new ideas
DESCRIPTION
Inspired by Google’s practices, software
developers are given explicit permission
to spend 70 percent of their time on
day-to-day work, 20 percent on workimprovement ideas, and 10 percent on
experiments and pet projects. By formally
freeing up chunks of time for unspecified
experimentation, 70:20:10 encourages
innovative thinking.

EMPOWERMENT

GOOGLE – FIXIT SPRINTS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Dedication to problem solving and avoid
letting issues linger
DESCRIPTION
A twenty-four-hour sprint dedicated to
fixing a specific problem.

EMPOWERMENT

GOOGLE – OKR SHARING

INTENDED OUTCOME
Motivate employees by providing clarity on
how individual performance adds up to the
organizational goals and “Big Picture”
DESCRIPTION
Google has “Objectives and Key Results”
(OKRs) at a company level, at a team level, at
a managerial level, and at a personal level that
work together to keep the company on track.
OKRs are public; everyone in the company is
able to see what everyone else is working on
(and how they did in the past).

EMPOWERMENT

HUBSPOT – JEDI

INTENDED OUTCOME
Recognize and promote an ownership
mindset and proactive actions
DESCRIPTION
In its culture code, HubSpot uses acronyms
to highlight the organization’s values. The
JEDI award – “Just Effing Does It” – is given
to the employee that quietly and selflessly do
the right things to move HubSpot forward.

EMPOWERMENT

INNOSIGHT –
INNOSIGHT DIFFERENT

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage employees to live the
organization values and desired behaviors
DESCRIPTION
Visible cartoons and an annual award for
the employee who most exemplifies the
organization’s values like humility and
collaboration. The BEAN is supported by
a regular survey that nudges leader rolemodeling.

EMPOWERMENT

INTUIT – INNOVATION
CATALYSTS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encouraging innovation through champions
across the organization
DESCRIPTION
Employees are trained as innovation
catalysts and will then spend up to 10%
of time coaching, mentoring and inspiring
employees within Intuit. Anyone can ask for
coaching help from an innovation catalyst on
their projects. Catalysts are able to share and
draw from the experiences and learnings.

EMPOWERMENT

INNOCENT –
JUST GO WITH IT

INTENDED OUTCOME
Provide autonomy to employees and
encourage experimentation of new ideas
DESCRIPTION
Innocent’s “Just Go With It” system enables
employees to test ideas without permission
as long as they are 70 percent confident their
idea will make a difference.

EMPOWERMENT

J&J – CREATIVE
ENGAGEMENT COMMUNITY

INTENDED OUTCOME
Allow employees to become a creative
instigator, collaborator, or a coach
DESCRIPTION
An ecosystem of touchpoints such as
TEDxJNJ event, skill-building curricula online
and in-person, and an interactive website that
serves as a social platform for collaboration
and idea development. Community is the life
force of Creative Engagement with three
simple rules: make it open, make it easy, and
make it meaningful to each individual.

EMPOWERMENT

LINKEDIN – INDAY

INTENDED OUTCOME
Giving time to employees to explore and
innovate
DESCRIPTION
A ritual in which employees invest one day a
month to take a break from their daily tasks
and learn something new, inspire each other,
pursue a passion project or give back to the
community.

EMPOWERMENT

TASTY CATERING – GREAT
GAME OF BUSINESS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Allow employees to think and act like owners

DESCRIPTION
Every week, employees play “Great Game of
Business,” a game that teaches employees
to think like owners rewarding them once
they achieve certain metrics or goals. Every
employee who “owns a line” on the P&L will
call out a forecasted number, actual figures
are compared, winning scores are celebrated
and ideas are generated around variances
from the “plan”.

EMPOWERMENT

TOYOTA – ANDON CORD

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage ownership of production process
and voicing out when there is an issue
DESCRIPTION
A mechanism by which any Toyota employee
is allowed to stop the production line when
they spot anything they perceive to be a
threat to vehicle quality. They do so by pulling
on the Andon cable. Not only does this ritual
stop problems early, it help shapes a culture
of dispersed empowerment.

EMPOWERMENT

TOYOTA – TCISS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Empower employees to contribute new ideas
and suggestions
DESCRIPTION
A platform called Toyota’s Creative Idea
and Suggestion System that collects ideas
is augmented by an award ceremony to
recognize the best ones.

EMPOWERMENT

